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W. Bro. Dan Dignard

Brethren,
I hope that you all have had a wonderful summer and have been able to
spend some time with your friends and family. I also hope that during a
quiet moment or two you were able to recharge your batteries and prepare
for a new Masonic year.
To this end many of you made the trip to Grand Lodge at the Fairmont
Royal York in July and attended the Grand Lodge proceedings, voting,
seminars, District meetings, and information sessions. Many of you also
checked out the merchandise for sale, visited booths for the youth and
concordant bodies, and visited the hospitality suites for your District and
many others.
We have a new Grand Master. Photos from his installation as well as the
installation of our new Deputy Grand Master can be found on page 19.
The September Communique from the two leaders of our Craft follow the
installation article and I hope you take the time to read their words.
As always we are looking for your articles, stories, and events to promote
and publicize in the magazine. Without your participation and submissions the magazine cannot continue to accurately represent you and the
Masons of this jurisdiction.
I look forward to hearing from you and seeing the great works that the
Masons of Ontario continue to do.
Sincerely and Fraternally,
W. Bro. Dan Dignard
Team Lead/Managing Editor
Ontario Mason Magazine
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Albion Kid’s Fishing Day

R.W. Bro. Peter Byer

Members of Albion Lodge No. 109 Harrowsmith, along
with children, grand children, friends and family, enjoyed
a wonderful day on the shores of Loughborough Lake, in
South Frontenac area.
The Greenwood family once again, generously permitted
the use of their home, dock, and shoreline, and we extend
our thanks to them for this perfect location available for
family fun.
The morning was filled with squeals of delight (for
every bass and perch drawn from the water) and squeals
of horror (for every worm drawn from the bucket and
impaled on a hook).

W. M. Bro. Brooks Gee
A fisher of Men
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Grey clouds alternated with patches of blazing sunlight,
but no rain, and so conditions were perfect for near-shore
angling. Beautiful green crayfish were snagged from the
shallows by one intrepid young hunter, and a two-pound
bass fell for the prize lure.

V. W. Bro. Robert (Bob) Black
Advice is always welcomed
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Saturday July 8th, 2017

Back at the Lodge, V.W. Bro.
Rickards, Bro. Kennedy and
Bro. Hogan prepared the
BBQ. The turnout was huge
this year and 36 seats were
filled by satisfied sportsmen;
young and old.
Even if someone didn’t land
a fish, no one went home
empty-handed. Lots were
drawn for a fabulous array of
prizes, courtesy of V. W. Bro.
Black and the generosity of
V. W. Bro. Shanas. After brief
rounds of horse-trading,
pleading and promises, the
rods, lures, tackle boxes and
fishing nets eventually went
home with their happy and
rightful owners.
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60 -YEAR MASONIC PIN & CERTIFICATE
PRESENTATION
AT PEMBROKE LODGE NO. 128
At a beautiful ceremony held recently in the lodge room at 222 Dickson Street, Pembroke. Bro. Gerhard (Gerald)
Martin Binhammer was presented with his 60-year Masonic Pin and Certificate.
W.Bro. Donald Brumm, P.M. (sitting), receives his 50Year a Past Master Pin and Certificate at his apartment.
on Crandall Street.
R.W. Bro. Robert M. Taylor (Treas.),W.Bro. Neil Lloyd
(Chap.), R.W. Bro. Derek McEwen (Sec.) and
W. Bro. Bart Wardlaw,W.M. were on hand to make the
presentation.

Bro. Gerhard (Gerald) Martin Binhammer was presented with his 60-year Masonic Pin and Certificate.
Pictured from left to right are:
R.W. Bro. Trevor L. Hemmerling, D.D.G.M., Ottawa 1;
R.W. Bro. Paul Todd, Deputy Grand Master;
W.Bro. BartWardlaw, W.M.;
Bro. Gerald Binhammer;
R.W. Bro. Robert H. Clarke, D.D.G.M., Ottawa 2, and
R.W. Bro. Barry Burchill, Grand Lodge Bd. of G.P.

Pembroke Lodge No. 128 presented Bro. Ronald Griffith
with his 50-year Masonic Pin and Certificate.
Pictured left to right:W. Bro. Bart Wardlaw,W.M.,
Bro. Ronald Griffith, R.W. Bro. DonWallace and
R.W. Bro. Robert H. Clarke, D.D.G.M., Ottawa 2.

Bro. Weldon Remus receives his 50-Year Pin and Certificate from:
R.W. Bro. Robert M. Taylor,
W.Bro. Bart Wardlaw, W.M.,
R.W. Bro. Derek McEwen
at Crescent Care Nursing Home, Cobden.
Also present were his wife Marion, son Ron Gibson and
his wife Giselle.
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Sing Will Ya!
by V. W. Bro. Stewart Hanna

Have you ever heard the words “You can’t sing!”? explained good fortune that had blessed me from time to

time. My conclusion is, and it may come to change, that
It is far too easy to listen to the negatives than it is to ques- once science has stripped it all down to the smallest partion those negative thoughts and find the positive. After ticle, which they say is the “God particle” there is still the
all, we have so many critics that influence our lives. From question of how, or what, or who put that particle there.
our parents,siblings, teachers and in our adult lives movie, I have no idea what or who. I have to think that it wasn’t
food and political critics, which we have far too many of, magic, science has taught us that energy cannot be made
that all somehow, effect our mortal lives. Indeed, even our or destroyed, it changes constantly.
spiritual lives are bombarded with negative views. Our
belief systems are constantly being questioned by others, I believe in the existence of a supreme being. Something
proposing alternative motives, which cause us to question bigger than me. Something I cannot explain, or feel I need
to explain to anyone. Something that was here long before
the very core of our existence.
man. Any human that has the audacity to think otherwise
In the beginning, we had no concept of what life was, or should do some really deep meditation. They should also
what it meant to be. Our parents or guardians shaped and critique their own beliefs.
moulded our minds to conform to standards that were,
regardless of “right or wrong”, acceptable to them. We I express my belief by being a non-offensive member of
learned from our environment and from the reactions of society. That’s a pretty broad statement, but in short it
our peers and caregivers if our actions were “acceptable” means that I will try my best to fit into and partake in the
or not. What we did was not from a belief that we had acceptable customs of the population that I have to interdiscovered, but a reaction to the critique of someone else. act with, everyday of my existence here on earth.
To be a Mason, you have to believe in the existence of a
supreme being. I can assume that you have that belief. My If by chance I were given the opportunity to leave the faquestion to you is “what else do you believe”? How do you miliar surroundings of which I am accustomed and was
express to others the reasons for your belief? Lastly, how presented with customs unfamiliar to me, I would try to
adapt to those customs and not try to bring my familiar
far would you go to defend your beliefs?
customs into my new situation. I often think back to a time
I have never seen or heard God, yet I feel that God is the when I moved from one city to another. In the process
supreme being who guides my life and who made my ex- I wanted to continue my Masonic life in my new home
istence possible. I have heard many arguments through town. I knew that Masonry would accept me into another
non-members of the choir, to the contrary. I will admit lodge and I sort of assumed that it would be the same as
that for a while I questioned the existence of God. I never my former lodge. In some ways it was the same, the ritudismissed the idea , but I did question my perception of al and words did not change, but the way they were presented and the feel of the lodge was completely different.
the supreme being.
I had to question whether this was right or wrong. It was
After many years of deep thought, and after listening to neither. It was the way that the lodge that I had joined did
the members of the choir who’s zeal for their belief led things. It was their interpretation of Masonry. Vive-la-difme to question their sanity, and listening to the other side ferance!
of the non-believers who’s opinions also made me question their sanity, I had to reach into my beliefs once again. The idiosyncrasies that I had experienced in moving just
Search through all my own experiences, and resolve the 50 miles are called colloquialisms. Our Grand Lodge is
issues of death, sickness and adversity, as well as the un- trying very hard to eliminate colloquialisms in the ritual;
they have done so, carefully. By this, I mean to say that
“Ensuring the Timeless Vitality of Masonry in Ontario”
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the Grand Lodge realizes that customs of districts and
of particular lodges are very hard to change. They are an
accepted part of the members therein, and although they
may not conform to “the” way things are done by Grand
Lodge standards, changing those “the’s” of a particular
lodge or district may be disruptive to Masonry in the particular area to which the colloquialism exists. Therefore
the Grand Lodge is very patient in their approach.

What I believe is for me and for me alone. I feel that my
beliefs do not and should not effect anyone else.

In our society, people come to believe the same things.
Take Masonry for example. Masonry is not a religion it is a
concept of like minded individuals. Masonry is not forced
on anyone. It is completely voluntary. Our rights and customs are communicated very distinctly to our members,
and the choice to stay, or to leave, or not accept Masonry’s precepts, is explicitly theirs. This right I would defend
Change comes slowly in Masonry, and for good reason!
until my death if needed. For to live without my beliefs
Change has to come. Everything must change. The way would not be worth living at all.
that things change have a great deal to do with the defence
of the old ways as to the new. If you were to tell me I had If we listen to the critiques of people who say that our
to wear a seat belt that contained my body in a collision, beliefs are wrong just because they are different from their
I would not like to change for it would mean that I would own is like listening to some one say “You can’t sing”, and
be inconvenienced. However, I would change because believing it and never singing again. Use the gifts that the
it makes sense. If I had to change the way I practice my Great Architect has given you. Use your charisma. Sing
beliefs I would reject it to the fullest extent of my being. damn it - Sing.

Union Lodge No. 118 Presentations June 26, 2017.
Photo was taken on the occasion of presenting V.W. Bro. Bob Wood with his 50 year service pin.
From left to right are: R.W. Bro. Ross Guerrero, DDGM York District; M.W. Bro. Ron Groshaw PGM,
V.W. Bro. Robert (Bob) Wood; R.W. Bro. Tom Cober, Worshipful Master.
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Recognizing Long Service in Blair Lodge, No.
314 Palmerston (North Huron District)
Submitted by R.W. Bro. Harold Forbes

On May 25, 2017, Blair Lodge, No 314 A.F. & A.M., Palmerston presented a 50 year long service pin to R W
Bro W. Gordon Speers and belated 25 year pins and Past Master pins to another three members, recognizing their
continuous membership in Freemasonry with Blair Lodge. Receiving a 25 year pin and 25 year Past Master pin
were R W Bro Gerald Metzger, and W Bro Jim Clark; and receiving a 25 year pin was R W Bro Murray Fleming, all
of Palmerston. R W Bro Speers, long time resident of Palmerston, now living in Hanover, was initiated on May 12,
1967, served as Master in 1973, was the Grand Junior Warden of the Grand Lodge in 1984 - 85 and Lodge Secretary
from 1986 to 1989. Blair Lodge met in Palmerston from 1875 to 2015, but with the recent sale of their building,
now meets in the Lodge Rooms of Bernard Lodge, No. 225, Listowel.
Left to Right: R.W. Bro. Gerald Metzger (35 years, 31 years PM); R.W Bro. W. Gordon Speers (50 years);
R.W. Bro. Harold Forbes, Master; R.W. Bro. Murray Fleming (29 years); W. Bro. Jim Clark (31 years, 25 years PM)

“Ensuring the Timeless Vitality of Masonry in Ontario”
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Hear Ye, Hear Ye
Coming in November 2017 in the greater Toronto area in the
Province of Ontario
A celebration of the founding of the Grand Lodge of England in 1717.
Three hundred years of Freemasonry.
Relive the age of reason
Experience the past and an event that shaped Modern history
A SPECTACULAR “WEEKEND” CELEBRATION OF THE CRAFT
featuring
A GRAND BALL of HISTORIC PROPORTIONS – “formal or period attire!”
Followed by a day at the Goose and Gridiron Tavern being taken back to...
THE EVENTS SURROUNDING THE BEGINNINGS OF SPECULATIVE FREEMASONRY
Come join Isaac Newton, Christopher Wren, James Anderson, John Desaguliers, Anthony Sayer,
The Duke of Montagu and many other participants who took part in the historic events that
created the Oldest and Most Influential Fraternity.

For More Information, email masonry300@gmail.com
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Tercentenary Celebrations of the First Grand Lodge
Celebrating 300 years – a once in a lifetime event
R.W. Bro. Sydney Thomas Schatzker - Chairman
GTA 300th Anniversary Committe

While the tercentenary of the first Grand Lodge occurs on June 24, 2017, plans have been underway by the
United Grand Lodge of England and provincial Grand Lodges throughout Great Britain for events and
celebrations throughout the year. There will be a main celebration in London October 31 at the Royal Albert
Hall and our own Grand Lodge of Canada in the Province of Ontario has encouraged Lodges and Districts to
organize events to help celebrate this historic occasion.
What is the significance to us and Freemasonry?
On June 24, 1717, in London, England, four lodges decided to create the Grand Lodge of London &
Westminster England and this structure of organization has continued for three centuries and has spread
around the world to the first British colonies which included the US, British North America (Canada) and the
Empire. In a short time, Freemasonry spread to France, the rest of Europe and across the globe. Today we
often refer to this time as the Age of Reason and The Enlightenment.
Although we tend to take for granted the influence of our Craft, it’s ideals and beliefs helped influence our
modern world. Many of us are fortunate to live in countries governed by democratic principles, human rights,
science and reason and tolerance. That is certainly something to celebrate.
While Masonic lodges existed before that time, the 1717 date represents the first creative step in the overall
continuity and agreement in principles that still govern the international fraternity which spreads its benign
influence throughout our modern world.
The history is certainly fascinating. The first Grand Lodge did not change anything over night. It took decades
for lodges to come to terms with the type of ritual we practice and the general rules and landmarks that govern
us.
So, what’s planned for the GTA and the Toronto area?
Reserve the weekend of November 25th and 26th. at the Le Parc Dining & Banquet 8432 Leslie
Street, Thornhill, ON L3T 7M6 (just south of HW7 and just north of Toronto)
“Ensuring the Timeless Vitality of Masonry in Ontario”
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GTA Masons 300th Anniversary
1st Grand Lodge

“Grand Ball”
Masons, Friends & Family
Saturday November 25, 2017

Le Parc Dining & Banquet Hall – dinner, dancing to 2 live bands
& festivities, silent auction, souvenirs, event program

At 5:30pm
8432 Leslie Street (at HW 7) Markham, Ontario L3T 7M6
Includes hors d’oeuvres, sumptuous dinner, dessert & wine
(Dress – formal or period costume)
Price $100.00
Join us for a once in 300 years party to commemorate the First Grand Lodge!
For tickets contact Syd Schatzker (905) 881-1929,
Harry Keleshian (416) 230-2433, Wayne Dobson (416) 606-7996
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GTA Masons 300th Anniversary
First Grand Lodge
		

“In the beginning…

“A Reenactment of the Creation of
Freemasonry”

Sunday November 26, 2017

Le Parc Dining & Banquet Hall
Five act entertaining, fast moving, costumed presentation about the events, people

and places leading up to the formation of the first Grand Lodge & our modern
Speculative Craft – discover the “true story” of Freemasonry

8432 Leslie Street (at HW 7) Markham, Ontario L3T 7M6

Includes delicious hot buffet lunch, AM & PM tea (coffee) breaks, handout
material of the day’s events
(Dress – smart casual)

Price $70.00

Join us for a once in 300 years event to commemorate the First Grand Lodge!
For tickets contact Syd Schatzker (905) 881-1929, Stephen Maizels (416) 731-1840
Harry Keleshian (416) 230-2433, Wayne Dobson (416) 606-7996

“Ensuring the Timeless Vitality of Masonry in Ontario”
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The Direct Line
by W. Bro. James K. Chisholm
An American brother was initiated into Masonry somewhere in the United States. Upon being initiated, he noticed in
the ante-room a golden telephone mounted on the wall, with a sign that read “$10,000 per call”.
The American, curious of course, asked the Lodge Master who was walking by, what the telephone was used for.
The Master replied it was a direct line to the Grand Lodge Above, and for $10,000 you could talk to the G.A.O.T.U.
The brother thanked the Master and continued on his way.
Visiting other Lodges in his district as an E.A & F.C. with his mentor, he noticed the same phone installed in each
Lodge; $10,000 per call.
The brother who now was finally Raised to the Sublime degree of a Master Mason, was now free to visit other Lodges
inside & outside his district without being accompanied by another Master Mason.
The brother, being an airline pilot was curious if other Lodges outside his state also had the Golden Telephone.
On his travels throughout the States, he tried to attend Lodge if having a layover. Each state and Lodge he visited,
there was that same Golden telephone. When he inquired of it, he was told the same as before.
It was a direct line to the Grand Lodge Above, and he could talk to the G.A.O.T.U. for $10,000.
The brother was soon transferred to international flights by his airline. He stopped in France, England, Germany,
South-East Asia, Australia, New Zealand etc…Each country, he tried to attend Lodge and there of course was that
same Golden telephone - $10,000 per call.
The American brother finally would be flying into Canada and would have an overnite layover. Perfect night to attend
Lodge if he could.
Arriving in Canada, he found a Lodge that would be meeting that night. He wondered if Canadians also had the
Golden telephone.
Attending the meeting, he entered and there was the same Golden telephone. This time however, the sign under it
said “50 cents a call” .
The American brother was both surprised and dumbfounded. At the “For the Good of Masonry” portion of meeting,
he couldn’t resist and had to ask the Master about the sign.
“Worshipful Master, I’ve traveled all over America, throughout Europe and South Pacific and I’ve seen this same
golden telephone in most Lodges. I’m told that it is a direct line to the Grand Lodge Above, but in the US and other
countries I’ve visited, the price was $10,000 per call. Why is it so cheap here?”
The Worshipful Master smiled and answered,

“You’re in Canada now, brother ... it’s a local call.”
Page 14
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Masons Provide Flood Assistance
Submitted by W.Bro. Ian Moore
In the first half of 2017,
particularly during the
months of May and June,
the rising water levels
of rivers and lakes in
Ontario posed threats to
numerous communities.

local flooding. Minden was put under a state of emergency
awareness, and even as they bagged, one could feel the
moisture in the air.

According to Bro. Buck, “The local township greeted us
with warm coffee and sandwiches and what seemed to
be an endless supply of sand and white bags. We hope
to believe that our efforts even so minor would help in
Bro. Willie Woo of anyway possible. The best part of the accomplishment was
Durham Lodge No. 66 in the helping hands, and a firm hand shake from locals as
Newcastle is a Regional they loaded the bags into vehicles, thanking each volunteer
Councilor
with
the as they passed them or received help.”
Municipality of Clarington, and when he learned that the
homes of local residents were endangered by the rising With summer upon us, I hope that you are able to get
levels of Lake Ontario, he put the call out to Durham outdoors and enjoy the freshness of the air and the warmth
Lodge for assistance with the filling and positioning of of the sunshine!
sandbags.
W. Bro Ian Moore Secretary Durham Lodge No. 66 S&F
Newcastle ON
Bro. Willie Woo
Durham Lodge No. 66, Newcastle, ON.
In our quiet reflection, we say a prayer to the Great
Willie Woo - Regional Councilor
Architect of the Universe for those who are suffering
Wards 3 and 4
from the damaged caused by flooding especially those in
Bowmanville along Cedar Crest beach Road. and West Willie Woo is serving his third term on Council. The Woo
Beach Road. Here in Ontario District, one of our brethren, family has called Clarington home for nearly 60 years.
Bro. Andrew McVey, suggested that Durham Lodge Willie’s parents immigrated to Canada and ran a successful
No. 66 assist with prepairing sandbags to help with the business for 30 years. The family became an integral part
situation. A shout out was made to the brethren to attend of the community inspiring Willie to volunteer and work
on Saturday May 6th to assist the waterfront community in the community.
as they deal with the issue of flooding.
Willie is a retired employee of Goodyear Bowmanville plant.
I was witness to many acts of kindness with people and
groups stepping forward to volunteer their services. I was
very proud to see twenty of my brothers from the Masonic
Lodge show up Saturday morning with their working tools
to fill sandbags and deliver them to fortify areas that were
experiencing flooding. Many random acts of kindness
shows the character of our community. Unlike some areas
in eastern Ontario and Quebec where an evacuation order
is in place, I am only aware of one family that had to leave
their home.

He sits on numerous committees including: Museums and
Archives Board, Newcastle Arena Board, Orono Arena
Community Centre Board, Tyrone Hall Board, Newcastle
Village CIP, Newcastle Village Community Hall Board
and St. Mary’s Cement Community Relations Committee.

On Monday May 8th 2017, Bro. John Buck traveled from
Newcastle to Minden to help with the managing and
bagging of several hundred sand bags. Over 36,000 had
been bagged at that time to help with the rising waters and
“Ensuring the Timeless Vitality of Masonry in Ontario”
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Simpson Masonic Lodge
#157, Newboro Ontario
Celebrates 150 years!
W. Bro. Paul Thompson
Worshipful Master

Submitted by: James Thompson
On the weekend of July 29th/30th members of Simpson
Masonic Lodge, joined by family, friends and brethren
from 12 other Masonic lodges, including 4 members
from Robert Burns Lodge #464, Harrisburg Pennsylvania
USA, gathered in Newboro and Westport to celebrate the
anniversary of Simpson Lodge’s first meeting 150 years
ago.
Members, Masonic dignitaries and political dignitaries
who are also Masons gathered first in Newboro Ontario
for an anniversary lodge meeting Saturday afternoon.
While the meeting was taking place, wives and family
members visited Westport’s Scheuermann vineyard and
winery for a much enjoyed tour and tasting.
Following the meeting, a 7 boat Masonic flotilla carried

R. W. Bro. David Holton & V.W. Bro. Walter Freeman

R. W. Bro. Thomas Hogeboom
Grand Tresurer
members from the Newboro Locks of the Rideau Canal
across Upper Rideau Lake. Entry into Westport Harbour
was made with flags flying and bagpipes playing! Then
everyone gathered in the beautiful lakeside yard of The
Cove B+B for a social time before parading behind pipes
across the street to the Cove Inn’s dining room for a
sumptuous roast beef banquet.
After dinner speaker, R.W. Bro. Thomas W. Hogeboom,
Grand Treasurer from the Grand Lodge of Canada in the
Province of Ontario, detailed and confirmed the reasons
men become Masons, and all the wonderful benefits
of our ancient fraternity. Congratulatory remarks
were provided on behalf of the federal and provincial
governments by Senator Bob Runciman, MP Gord
Brown and MPP Steve Clark. A highlight of the dinner
was the confirmation that Simpson Lodge member
Norman Lapointe had just been named to be a recipient
of the Masonic William Mercer Wilson medal.

The District Deputy Grand Master is accompanied by the
Master, Brethren and Visitors of Simpson Lodge 157

“Ensuring the Timeless Vitality of Masonry in Ontario”
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The next day members attended the Sunday morning
service at St. Mary’s Anglican Church in Newboro to give
thanks for the wonderful weekend weather, their families
and their gentle craft.
The Masonic history of Newboro, indeed much of
eastern Ontario runs deep and wide and is populated
by large numbers of notable men from all walks of life,
many of whom have made significant contributions to
their communities. The old chestnut that the goal of
Masonry is to make good men better is indeed true but
another goal of Simpson Lodge is to make their area
communities better. The Simpson Lodge has numerous

Page 18

dedicated volunteers, and many of those have been
recognized over the years by the province of Ontario for
their years of dedicated voluntary service. In addition,
every year since 1982 the small lodge (of only 40 or so
members) has provided scholarships to deserving young
people graduating from the local Rideau District High
School, the vast majority having no known Masonic
connection. Those scholarships have been for varying
amounts but have been made to 259 individuals to date
and now total $96,250, quite and accomplishment for
this small group of men.
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Grand Installation
20

17

The 81st Grand Master for the Grand Lodge of Canada in the Province of
Ontario was installed on the 18th Day of July 2017 in the Grand Hall at the
Royal York Hotel, Toronto, in a ceremony witnessed and exceedingly enjoyed by
the Brethren. M.W. Bro Paul E. Todd has now reached the highest position in
Freemasonry and with his knowledge, wisdom and experience he is now able to
lead this organization and to make sure we progress forward .

The Grand Master M.W. Bro. John C. Green toasting the Grand Piper.
“Ensuring the Timeless Vitality of Masonry in Ontario”
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To the right:
M.W. Bro. Paul E. Todd, the new Grand Master of the
Grand Lodge of Canada in the Province of Ontario,
receiving his apron.
Below:
M.W. Bro. Paul E. Todd, the new Grand Master of the
Grand Lodge of Canada in the Province of Ontario,
receiving his collar.

All pictures from the Grand Installation and the
Grand Lodge proceedings provided by the Grand
Lodge Photographer V.W. Bro. Douglas Lane.
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Above:
M.W. Bro. Paul E. Todd, the new Grand
Master of the Grand Lodge of Canada in
the Province of Ontario, in his chair.
To the left:
R.W. Bro. David Cameron, the new Deputy Grand Master of the Grand Lodge
of Canada in the Province of Ontario,
receiving his apron.

All pictures from the Grand Installation
and the Grand Lodge proceedings provided by the Grand Lodge Photographer
V.W. Bro. Douglas Lane.
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Top of previous page:
M.W. Bro. Paul E. Todd Grand Master of the
Grand Lodge of Canada in the Province of Ontario and R.W. Bro. David Cameron Deputy
Grand Master.
Bottom of previous page:
The new DDGMs of the Grand Lodge of Canada in the Province of Ontario.
Above:
Masonic youth and their advisors.
To the left:
Special guests from The Most Worshipful
Prince Hall Grand Lodge, M.W. Bro. Headley
Lewis, Current GM, and M.W. Bro. C. Arthur
Downes, Past Grand Master (54 years!!)
All pictures from the Grand Installation and
the Grand Lodge proceedings provided by the
Grand Lodge Photographer V.W. Bro. Douglas
Lane.
“Ensuring the Timeless Vitality of Masonry in Ontario”
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From the Grand Master
Brethren, as the daylight grows shorter and the temperature begins to drop we know that fall is around the corner.
However, I want to begin this Communique with a look
back, specifically to the Grand Lodge Annual Communication in July 2017.
It was of course a special event with the Installation of a
new group of District Deputy Grand Masters, a new Deputy Grand Master and the event I remember the most, of
course, is the installation of a new Grand Master.
I will never forget that day. It was made even more important with family and friends, from all over Ontario, present. I am simply truly blessed and will do my best for the
Masons of Ontario. Thank you, Brethren!

we, as a Grand Lodge, need to get out in front of this issue.
There are several reasons for not having sufficiently qualified aspirants for the position of District Deputy Grand
Master in forty-two Districts. One of the main reasons is
our Grand Lodge membership is now under forty thousand which is less than half of what it was in our highest
days of membership.

As a Deputy Grand Master, and now Grand Master I have
spoken in several Districts across this province about a
possible change in the term of the District Deputy Grand
Master. Since it would appear that we no longer have
enough qualified aspirants for DDGM and discourse has
begun, much more discussion and reflection is needed beThere was one experience those of you who were in atten- fore a decision can be made by you and Grand Lodge via
dance, at Grand Lodge, will always appreciate and that is an amendment to the Constitution.
democracy was alive and well in Ontario Masonry.
As you are no doubt aware several amendments to the Another issue being discussed is instead of having forConstitution were proposed and all those declared regular ty-two District Deputy Grand Master change each term,
were passed with the exception of one. Although it was perhaps we would be better served to change only half the
thought to be a good idea by some, such was not the case number each year. In other words, staggering the changes.
for the Brethren on the floor of Grand Lodge.
The Immediate Past Grand Master, in his farewell speech
As social media may have played a part, there was much to Grand Lodge, suggested that the Past Master Course
negative talk about the amendment and when it came has run its course and perhaps should be changed and
time to vote, there was an amendment proposed to change combined with the DDGM Orientation Course.
some of the wording. In the end, the amendment to the Last week I, along with the Deputy Grand Master as
amendment failed and the vote came back to the original Chairman, met with a Committee of representatives from
amendment and the original amendment was lost. What the College of Freemasonry and the DDGM Orientation
happened last July at Grand Lodge was an example of true Committee to discuss and begin a dialogue on a possible
democracy in our Grand Lodge.
solution to Past Grand Master Green’s recommendation.
Progress is being made!
During the last week of July, a team consisting of the
Grand Master, Deputy Grand Master, Grand Secretary, Your Grand Lodge has begun a “constructive reflection”
and led by the Custodian of the Work, conducted the Re- of our Grand Lodge & Committee structure to create a
gional Travelling Road Show. When finished we had deliv- more Effective & Efficient Grand Lodge which will bring
ered our message in the following areas; London, Hamil- the word “Change” into our Masonic Dictionary.
ton, Huntsville and Napanee. As always, it gave our team Read now the words of Nathaniel Branden, a writer known
an opportunity to meet and inform the District Deputy for his work in the psychology of self-esteem, on how to
Grand Masters of our Grand Jurisprudence as they began implement Change:
their Masonic year. Unfortunately, in some Districts, there
were not enough qualified candidates for the position. CHANGE
Four Districts did not have a new District Deputy Grand
Master. Three repeated another term and one Past District The first step toward Change is Awareness
Deputy opportunity” (problem) continues to grow and The second step is Acceptance.
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The third step is to CHANGE.

Committee out to interview the brother to see why he has
asked for a demit? Or do you just say, “Oh John hasn’t been
We are, my Brothers, at the Awareness step.
to Lodge in months. Let’s just grant it?” There are many
reasons why a brother may stop coming out to Lodge
and many of those reasons involve the embarrassment of
Paul E. Todd
having to explain in a large forum. If contacted by a few
Grand Master
friends, he may admit that he has fallen on hard times and
can’t afford to come. Benevolence can solve that. Or mayTHE COMMUNIQUE
be he lost his driving licence. A willing brother to pick
him up would maintain his interest and activity. Apart
Published by Grand Lodge of A.F. & A.M. of Canada in from the fact that such a Committee is mandated in the
the Province of Ontario 2017 - 2018 Issue 1 September Constitution (Sec. 190b) it just makes good sense to look
2017
after the members we have.

From the Deputy
“Good seasons start with good beginnings.” - Sparky Anderson.
Although the calendar year starts in January, for most of
us the year really starts in September. That is the season
when children return to school and many of us return to
our work-a-day routine and our Lodges start up again after a summer hiatus. What an opportune time to look at
our members that have not been out to Lodge for a while
and see what can be done to re-activate them.

They have also developed a resource for new Masons to
work through with their mentors. The first module of this
is on the public area of the website so some of the questions a new initiate has can be answered for him the very
night he goes home from his first Lodge meeting. Things
like, who were those guys with fancy collars? How do I
enter the Lodge? There is also some philosophy to entice
him. He is constantly pointed back to his Lodge mentor
for further information and I would recommend it to both
Entered Apprentice and long-term mentor as a starting
point for discussion. It is under “About Freemasonry” on
the Grand Lodge website. And there is one for Fellowcraft
in the members only section under “Education”. The Master Mason resource is being developed this year.

September is also the start of the season when our youth
sign up for their yearly activities – hockey, ballet lessons,
Scouts and Guides. Do you know about the Masonic youth
organizations in your area? Rainbow for Girls and Job’s
Daughters are groups in the Masonic family for girls and
young women. DeMolay is for boys and young men. The
ages for each group differ slightly but are generally from
around age 10 to 21. And one no longer must be related to
a Mason to join. If you are in contact with any young people, look into whether there is a group for them in your
The Rusty Mason program is only one of the suggestions area. R.W. Bro. Les Armstrong, Chairman of Youth Initiafor your Lodge that the Brother-to-Brother Team has. tives, can help you with this. And consider volunteering as
Under the capable direction of V.W. Bro. Dan Hutt, Team a leader yourself. The energy you get from working with
Leader, they will continue to update and promote aides young people is infectious.
that will help your Lodge to function better. The Five Steps
to Application document lays out a suggested process to Get active with our youth organizations. Get active with
help potential candidates learn about Masonry before they our new members. Get our lapsed members active again.
apply, and to help the brethren to get to know the candidate before they have to ballot on him. It’s not mandatory Just get active!
but if you look at it, I think you will see that it could be
very useful. It’s on the website under Brother to Brother.
David J. Cameron
When faced with a request for a demit, do you send a Deputy Grand Master
Have you ever considered running a Rusty Mason program? Brethren who have been away from Lodge for a
while often are reluctant to return, thinking people will
quiz them on why they haven’t been out, or they fear they
may not know anyone, or even that they have forgotten
the signs and words and will embarrass themselves! By
running a Rusty Mason program you can alleviate some
of these stresses.
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Some Thoughts on the Strategic Plan –
Strengthening the West Gate
By R.W. Bro. Garnet E. Schenk
The 2016-2021 Strategic Plan – Strengthening the West
Gate is a very important document that sets out an
organizational framework that focuses on a long-term
Strategic Vision. It asks every Mason to cast their eyes
and thoughts toward shaping the future of Freemasonry.
It also makes the point, in subtle way, that everything rises
and falls on the quality of leadership within the Order. It is
quite clear that leadership extends beyond the elected and
appointed positions. Leadership is dynamic, it is a choice
you make, not a place where you sit.
There is a leadership role for every Mason that is initiated
into the Order. It relates to how we conduct ourselves in the
Lodge room and out of the Lodge room. It relates to how
we influence the views and opinions of non-Masons in the
community. That very point is often overlooked as part
of the leadership role in broad sense. The Strategic Plan
speaks boldly and positively to that part of every Masons
leadership role. It states that “Masonic Vitality starts with
you”, implying that every member of the fraternity has a
role to play in communicating the Craft’s philosophy and
its core values. We are the custodians of a way life. The
views a Mason holds about the importance of Masonry
and its values as well as the teachings that guide us in
our daily lives plays an important part how non-masons
perceive Freemasonry.

well as the teachings of the Order.
Every Mason in this Grand Jurisdiction can transmit the
values of brotherly love, relief, and truth and that includes
the people in their communities that are not Masons. The
Visions Statement in the Strategic Plan asks each Mason
to reaffirm the guiding principles, beliefs, and values. The
Vision Statement must be kept constantly before our mind
and affirmed so that it becomes a part of us. The more time
we invest in the Vision of Masonry the more it becomes
our own vision. There is a payoff for investing time in
the vision set out by the Strategic Plan; it increases our
ownership in it. If it isn’t kept in the forefront of our mind
and acted upon it will be much like water in a bucket in a
long hot summer, it will evaporate. An ancient Proverb’s
author put it this way “where there is no vision, the people
perish.” The ancient wisdom is as applicable today as it was
when he wrote it. Each time a Mason embraces the Vision
Statement and passes it on, it is like giving the Vision a
fresh pair of legs.

Strengthening the West Gate is a well thought out
document; it is put together in such a manner that it
provides a practical approach to managing the current
challenges that the fraternity faces. The Vision Statement
points toward where we need go and the purpose tells us
why we should go, while the Mission Statement expresses
John Maxwell and the Blanchard/Miller team, as well as the core value of the Fraternity. The Strategic Plan truly
other leadership/writers and practitioners make the point sets out a path how every member can transmit the
that true leadership has very little to do with one’s level ritual, philosophy, and teachings to the next generation of
or position in the organization. That same point is true in Masons. The plan encourages and inspires every Mason
Freemasonry. There are people in the Fraternity who do to live the Craft each day through the application of the
not hold any visible leadership position but through their working tools in one’s life.
ethics, values, and principles in their everyday life play an
effective leadership role in the organization.
In a previous paragraph I referred to a statement in the
plan “Masonic vitality begins with you.” We foster vitality
Think for a moment why this Grand Jurisdiction awards when we exhibit the courage to embrace Masonry’s
the Wm Mercer Wilson designation. It has something to message and then act to translate it to a life style, both
do with the quality of the leadership they display. They are inside and outside of the Lodge room. There are many
leaders because they live the Craft through the application opportunities to demonstrate vitality; a few examples
of the working tools regardless of the position they hold. make the point: mentoring new members on their journey
There are many people in the organization without a of growth and development; visiting sick and shut in
designated leadership role, that add value to the Fraternity Masons and assisting a brother who has faced death in his
by their support of the Vision and Mission Statements; as family. These things are directly related to core values of
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The 369 Degree Leaders, by Joh Maxwell; Nelson Business
the Order.
If we move past reading or even memorizing the Vision The Secret by Ken Blanchard & Mike Miller; Barret-Koehler
Publishers, Inc. San Francisco.
Statement to the point of embracing it and making it our
own, we will be inspired and enthused by the message of
Masonry. When we adopt the vision as our personal vision
it stirs passion within us. It generates the enthusiasm
to help us transfer that vision to the next generation of
Masons.

The opening paragraph stated that the Strategic Plan was
an important document and I continue to maintain that
position. However, I feel that it is not embraced at the
Lodge level with the enthusiasm and determination with
which it should be. I offer these comments with the firm
belief that they would help raise the profile of the plan.
They are:
1. The Strategic Plan should be a part of the regular Masonic education at the Lodge level.
2. The Strategic Plan should be presented to the Worshipful Master at his installation along with the Book
of Constitution, the Bylaws, and the Minute Book.
3. Give a copy of the Strategic Plan to every newly raised
Master Mason.
4. Regular Masonic education on the key issues addressed in the plan would keep the it in the minds of
Masons.

Presenting a copy to the Worshipful Master would show
that plan has importance and that Worshipful Master has
a stewardship for the plan at the lodge level.
Putting a copy to the hands of newly raised Master Mason
would give him, his sponsors, and his mentor(s) a future
oriented document that will help him live the Craft and
enable him to labour in that figurative quarry, smoothing
his ashlar so that it reveals strength, beauty, and wisdom
to all who see his work.
Knowing and understanding is not enough. We must do
something with that knowledge. We hear in the working
tool lecture of the first degree “…the heart may conceive,
and head devise in vain, if the hand is not prompt to
execute the design”. The point is clear, that knowledge
without proper action is little use. It is by that the very act
of Masonic labour that we can make our contribution to
the “Timeless Vitality of Freemasonry.”
References
The Book of the Work; Grand Lodge of A.F. & A.M. of Canada in the
Province of Ontario.
Strengthening the West Gate; Grand Lodge of A.F. & A.M of Canada in
the Province of Ontario
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Training Education and
Development

learning is to take place, there can be a loss of meaning
or even a disconnect with the function of training and
education, (e.g., one can memorize ritual but learn nothing
from it).

Competence in delivering training, education and
development at the Lodge, District or even Grand
Lodge level is not so much a definable point but rather
Purpose:
is a threshold that varies according to the context.
(For example, the resources of a Lodge or the persons
The purpose of the paper is to generate a discussion:
interested in accessing the resources may be limited
a) Around the terms Training, Education, and De- in some Lodges.) The areas of examination will help
velopment as they relate to Freemasonry in this develop an awareness of the importance of enhancing and
Grand Jurisdiction.
maintaining competence in the delivery of training at all
b) To keep the guiding principles, beliefs, and val- levels of the Order. Training education and development
ues of Masonry on the leading edge of Masonic cannot be thought of as something external to the Order
education.
but must be instrumental in shaping attitudes toward the
learning that builds a sense of purpose in the Order and a
The paper covers six major areas. They are:
strong sense of personal esteem in every Mason.
Prepared by R.W. Bro. Garnet E. Schenk

1. Define the terms – how they differ and how they
are similar.
2. Show how they are interrelated and how they
apply to Freemasonry and where they happen in
the context of Freemasonry.
3. Show the importance of their roles in helping the
individual achieve his full potential in Masonry.
4. Show the relationship to the Strategic Plan for the
support of growth and vitality of Freemasonry in
this Grand Jurisdiction.
5. Show how the terms Training, Education and
Development relate to the resource material developed and published for use by Grand Lodge
and Lodges.
6. Show the importance of developing a positive attitude toward training, education, and development.

During a person’s lifetime, he will go through various
stages of training, education, and development. A common
question with regard to these acts is “how do they differ?”
and “what are the things that are common to them?”
Training, education, and development play important
roles, respectively, in helping an individual to grow and
achieve his full potential as a Mason. A well-planned
program of training, education and development will
generate interest, participation, and involvement in the
work and the labours of the Lodge.

Definitions:

SECTION I

Training:

Introduction:

Training tends to be job or skill specific. To train is to
The six main areas of this paper are designed to help instill habits or skills. It seeks to impose a conformity to
Masons focus on issues surrounding training, education, certain established patterns of knowledge, and behavior
and development, rather than provide definitive usually to carry out clearly defined tasks. (Examples; one
recommendations and precise answers. The contexts properly trained in leading Grand Honours and another
in which training, education and development happen might be receiving a candidate)
in Freemasonry are often overlooked. Context is the
surroundings and the ambience that gives meaning to the The Oxford English Dictionary definition of training
learning that takes place by individuals and by groups in defines it as a practical education in any profession, art,
or craft. A planned and systematic effort to modify or
organizational settings.
develop skills and attitudes through learning experiences
Without adequately considering the context in which the to achieve effective performance. Training is generally
shorter in time than education and has more focused
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SECTION II

outcomes (skills based).

Education:
Education is sometimes defined as instruction that
emphasizes knowledge based instruction that is not tied to
a specific task, as opposed to training. Another definition
is – to educate, is to guide towards moral and intellectual
excellence.

Interrelationship of Terms and how they apply to
Masonry:

Training, education, and development are not watertight
categories. They relate to perceptions of experience not
to objectively Quantifiable data. What is training for
one might be education for another and could lead to
development for both. This paper does not try to put
Masonic education can be defined as – The progressive a definition into neat single boxes but it is trying to
science of translating Masonic tenets, principles, and characterize different strands of intention and experience
teachings into the practical application of daily living. In and how they relate to the terms.
Masonry, we constantly build on our knowledge to make
good men better. (Brief, orient, teach & instruct).
People make a difference. No organization can be successful
without its people being educated in its principles. They
In this Grand Jurisdiction Masonic Education is limited must know something of its ritual, its symbolism, its
to the study of history, philosophy and symbolism used philosophy, its history, and the purpose for its existence.
in the Order. In short, it is learning the Craft and the
meaning of Masonry.
Educating adults differs from educating children. Adults
have accumulated knowledge and experience that they
Development:
bring to the learning experience. Another difference is
that most ongoing education for a Mason is voluntary.
The Oxford English Dictionary definition of development
defines it as an act or process of developing; a gradual The Lodge and its Work form the context and the
unfolding or growth. Another simple definition of background for most of the Masonic Training, Education,
development is “the realization of potential”. Masonic and Development. The Lodge is center or focus area to
educators sometimes think of it as progressive steps or which learning about Masonry relates.
stages in the life-long learning cycles of a Mason.
We can capture training, education, and development for
Learning is also a term, the meaning of which is generally the Mason in a conceptual framework depicted of three
considered when defining training, education, and bowls of knowledge or perhaps three bowls of activity. The
development.
can be summarized as follows:
Learning defined: It is defined as acquiring new or
modifying existing knowledge, behaviours, skills, values,
and preferences. An example might be when a Lodge of
Instruction reinforces the proper method of giving Grand
Honours.
Life-long learning: Is defined as the continuous building of
skills and knowledge throughout the life of an individual. It
occurs through training, counseling, tutoring, mentoring
and from experience. A simple example of this is the 10year journey from serving as Tyler through to serving a
year as a Past Master. Each year is a step in the process
of acquiring knowledge. Learning must be a continuous
process of acquiring meaning and making sense of the
world. Learning is a life-time pursuit.

Training-Task related learning
experiences designed to improve
performance.
Example: (i) Giving Grand 		
Honours. (ii) Receiving a 		
Candidate.
Education-Individual or collective
learning experiences to improve
competence and understanding.
Example: (i) to appreciate the
significance of Grand Honours and
why it is given. (ii) To understand
the importance of Grand Honours.
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Development-Learning 		
experiences through training 		
and/or education that produce
and/or develop an individual to
fulfill his role in the organization.

	Example: The ten-year journey
from Tyler to through a term
as P.M. They can be viewed as
progressive steps that involved
learning through training and
education that develop the skill/
knowledge base of the individual.

Grand Lodge. Making the daily advancement in Masonic
knowledge can be achieved by the Mason through many
of the vehicles available for learning about Freemasonry.
They include studying the ritual, College of Freemasonry
Courses, Lodges of Instruction, self-study, active
participation in Lodge activities and the many quality
programs provided by Grand Lodge.

Training, education, and development, properly
understood and properly applied, have the potential of
transforming personal, team and lodge performance. The
teaching of Freemasonry must be presented in such a way
that it first captures the imagination, be accepted in the
hearts as worthy of time and thought and then finally be
translated into a way of life which will govern and colour
The purpose of training, education and development is the daily actions of the Mason.
to foster deeper sense of commitment to Freemasonry.
We need once again, to challenge Freemasons to develop At the risk of repetition, I say again, an educated
intellectual qualities for which Freemasonry once was membership makes a difference for the organization. They
known. Education is a vital component of the Survival of must understand its ritual, and know something of its
Freemasonry in my view.
symbolism, its philosophy, and its purpose for existence.
The membership must be inspired to follow its precepts.
We do not need to expound how great we are as Masons, The training, education and development programs must
but rather we need to be educated in practical means of always work toward attaining the purpose for the existence
living the mission, purpose, and philosophy of the Order. of the lodge - to make good men better.
It is my view that sometimes we try to re-invent the wheel
when it comes to educating Masons. It must never be
overlooked that our job is primarily to build character,
Achieving Full Potential through Training, make members competent at their task so that they can
take principled action. Lessons from the Air Force can be
Education, and Development
applied to Masonry. They not only train the fliers but they
train every team that supports the fliers so that the whole
How does the individual Mason reach his full potential?
force is an effective team. I mentioned earlier in this paper
Education has the task of reaffirming the Lodge Room as of the 10-year journey to go from Tyler to Past Master. It
the dynamic center of the Masonic experience. Training, is in that journey where training and education must offer
education, and development provides the basic building support in developing competence in making good men
blocks for transforming personal, team and Lodge better.
performance. Freemasonry is fortunate that it carries
within its structure a model that empowers each Mason to The essential point for training, education and
add value to the organization through a daily advancement development is influence. It has the task of specifying the
in Masonic Knowledge. Few other organizations have the right way of doing things. An example is the training in
kind of internal structure which includes vision, mission Protocol and Etiquette; how to act, how things are done
and strategic themes that offer a forum for growth and and how to proceed.
development that gives balance to their moral and
spiritual lives. Freemasonry constantly strives to instill in SECTION IV
its membership the idea of making good men better.
Training and the Strategic Plan
Neither training nor education must take place in a formal
When one reads the Strategic Plan 2016 – 2021,
setting. But the result of the learning that occurs through
“Strengthening the West Gate” it becomes abundantly
training and education becomes evident in the formal
clear that training, education, and development must be
setting, that is, on the floor of the Lodge, at District and at

SECTION III
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consistent with the vision, the mission and the themes
set out in the document. Putting it in simple terms, the
Strategic Plan must be the instrument that drives all efforts
related to training.
The plan carefully identifies training of leaders as being
important at the Lodge, District, and Grand Lodge level. It
also identifies the fact that there must be an increase in the
ability to deliver training programs at each level. There is
also a focus on identifying training initiatives where they
might be needed.
It is significant that the Strategic Plan recognizes that
training for leaders in Masonry is necessary as they may
not have been exposed to the appropriate training outside
of Masonry. That indicates that certain training required
for members is not of a portable nature. In the body of the
document it stresses the vital importance of mentoring
individual Craftsmen. It should be understood by every
Mason in this Grand Jurisdiction that leadership training
is not restricted to elected and appointed officers.
Leadership training is important for that large cadre of
people who perform mentoring roles at the Lodge, District
and at Grand Lodge level. Examples include: Brother-toBrother Program, Friend-to-Friend, Officer Progression,
Lodges of Instruction, DDGM Training Seminars and
officer mentoring at the Lodge level. The people that
serve in these capacities are target audiences for training,
education, and development. They are part of a group that
is captured by the quote on Page 8 of the Strategic Plan.

that Masonry accomplishes, the most enduring and
indefatigable outcome of our labours is helping good
men become better. It seems clear that every program,
newsletter, large or small is an effort to inform and
transform to be a part of the process of making good
men better. A quote from the Strategic Plan captures the
process in these words: “Building is what Masonry is all
about: building a better person, a better community, a better
society and a better world – all in that order.”
It is my personal view that the content of the Strategic
Plan is one of the most inspiring and forward-looking
messages that I have read. It should not only be read
by each Mason; it should be studied to fully grasp its
meaning, its intent, and its direction. All efforts in training
education and development must flow from and be driven
by the Strategic Plan. There are many programs in place
to reach our perceived outcomes envisioned by the plan.
It is the task of those involved in training, education, and
development to see the challenge. As the Strategic Plan
suggests, “let us all believe in it and make it happen.”

SECTION V
Training, Education,
Resources

and

Grand

Lodge

Grand Lodge and its Committees in this Grand
Jurisdiction have provided the Lodges with a large
inventory of quality training, education and development
“Grand Lodge’s mission is to provide effective and programs and material. Earlier on in this paper I defined
sustainable leadership to Ontario’s Masonic community training, education, and development; however, I want
and preserve the timeless Masonic initiatory system to briefly return to the definition of Masonic Education.
as framework for all good men to transform their lives It is understood in this Grand Jurisdiction that Masonic
through the ancient and enduring tenets of brotherly Education is limited the study of history, philosophy,
and symbolism as they relate to Masonry. I state again,
love, relief and truth”
The Vision Statement “Ensuring timeless vitality of education then relates to learning the Craft and the
Freemasonry in Ontario”, has a strong message to every meaning of Masonry.
person who participates in the training function in
Freemasonry. The message is a call to get back to basics. It must be understood that the Custodian of the Work
It challenges everyone in the Order to make the Craft confirms that of the six trust fellows, when, where, what,
philosophy and core values relevant to today’s society. how, why and who, the first four are the prerogative of the
That in my view challenges every Mason to be a teacher Grand Lodge of Instruction. The Custodian of the Work
by his thoughts, his actions, by his character and by his and his team are concerned with the delivery of the words
speech. We teach by what we are and what we display.
of our Ritual and the performance of the mechanics of
The Mission Statement speaks of transformation. For
transformation to happen there must be exposure to
training and education. The explanatory notes that
support the Mission Statement speaks of the good works

our Ceremonies. What we say and do, Where, When,
how we do it.

The limitations placed on Masonic Education and
who has the responsibility for Ritual must be clearly
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understood by those Masons delivering training,
education, and development in this Grand Jurisdiction.
The responsibilities as set out and practiced must be
respected and must not be violated.

of the Worshipful Master”? The response includes in part
these words, “to employ and instruct the brethren”. Prior
to the closing of the Lodge the Worshipful Master puts
the question, “Has any brother anything to propose for the
good of Masonry in general and this Lodge?” These two
questions are asked by the same person, the Worshipful
The Grand Lodge of Canada in the Province of Ontario has Master. They are in a sense like a set of book ends. Between
spent time and energy in developing quality educational those book ends there must be substance that inspires
resources that can be used at the Lodge and District level Masons to learn, to grow and to find something that sets
to reach the desired training and educational outcomes. the organization apart and gives it a Masonic identity.
The Masonic Manual pages 67 through 88 sets out some
good basic ideas that can be effectively used to develop Ownership of a Masonic identity is also suggested in the
good educational programs at the Lodge level. The manual charge in N.E. Angle, e.g., benevolence and charity. The
also gives a detailed list of programs that are available as brother is also urged, in the charge to the newly initiated
resources to the Lodge and for the individual Mason. member, to devote time to the study of the liberal arts and
The manual suggests that each Lodge should have an sciences and to make a daily advancement in Masonic
educational committee and an educational officer. Not to knowledge. It is clearly an admonition to learn the Craft
have an educational committee or an educational officer is and strengthen Masonic identity.
short changing the educational process.
Every scheduled Lodge meeting should be a learning
experience that provides growth in Masonic knowledge. If
it doesn’t, there is work to do. The Grand Lodge Committee
on Education puts the same idea forward in a different
context. Properly considered, the Lodge is a school, the
Worshipful Master is the instructor and the members
are the students. Albert Pike said long ago that Masonic
education is a journey, not a destination. It is an ongoing
journey from the rough ashlar towards the perfect ashlar
- a journey toward enlightenment.

When we shift to the closing words by the Senior Warden
when he recites the phrase – “after seeing that every
brother has had his just due”, it begs the question “what
does every brother expect to receive as his just due?” If we
ask another question, “are we paying the members of the
Craft their wages, if any be due, that none may go home
dissatisfied?” Part of the answer to that question might
well be a good Masonic education program and carefully
planned, interesting meetings. The two questions from
the ritual used at the opening and closings of Lodge imply
It has been stated in Masonic training material that that every meeting should be a learning experience.
Masonry and Education are synonymous terms. Bro. SECTION VI
Manly P. Hall affirms that assertion in a quote he stated
“Masonry is a University teaching the liberal arts and Developing a Desirable Attitude toward
sciences of the soul to all who attend to its words.” The Training and Education
V.O.S.L. puts it in similar terms. In Habakkuk 2:2 we read A good well-planned Masonic education program is
“Write the revelation and make it plain on the tablets so intended to establish a learning environment in the Lodge.
that a herald may run with it.” The references imply that We can ask, what should a Masonic Education Program
Masons should, participate, understand, and appreciate do? In part, it should;
learning; there is truly more to Masonic Education than
1. Kindle the spark that will light the lamp of learn“talking heads.”
ing in every Lodge.
The educational materials that Grand Lodge provides are
2. Motivate and excite every Mason to read, to
good resource documents. However, they are only useful if
think, and to learn.
effectively used and applied at the lodge and district level.
3. Provide the road map to interesting learning opThe opportunity to use bits and pieces of the resources is
portunities that will assist the Mason to acquire
available at every lodge meeting.
knowledge.
It is important to ask the question, “Does the Ritual imply
learning and growth in Masonic knowledge?” The opening In an earlier section of this paper I referred to a point made
and closing ritual of the Lodge clearly implies that there in the CME material of the past. It stated that Masonry
should be a learning environment when the Lodge is at and Education were synonymous terms. Indeed, they are
work. At the opening we hear the words, “What is the duty synonymous terms if the following sense:
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1. If the new Mason is taught by his mentors to see
the moral lessons within the lectures in the degrees.

2. An active Masonic Education committee.

2. If he is shown how those lessons should be used
to build character and understanding.

4. An inventory of talents, skills, abilities, and the
interests of the members.

3. If he receives Masonic education in the Lodge
that supports, strengthens, and renews the meaning of those lessons.

3. An education plan that makes the lodge active
and vibrant.

5. Understand that masonic education is not a spectator sport – a planned program will generate interest, participation, and involvement.

4. If he devotes time and energy in studying the hisSome Parting Thoughts:
tory, philosophy and symbolism and their moral
lessons.
1. Grand Lodge has a large inventory of effective
5. If he sees other Masons as a model of letting their
training, education, and developmental resourclight shine.
es.
Much has been written about Masonic Education by
2. There is no need to re-invent the wheel – minor
various Masonic authors. One statement that I read some
adjustments can and should be made to keep it
time ago, has clearly stuck in my mind. It is the following;
running smoothly to produce the desired outEducation – the process, Learning – the method,
comes.
Knowledge – the product. In combination what do the
process, the method and the product do?
3. The Strategic Plan should drive training, education, and development to keep the guiding prin1. The process motivates, excites, and encourages.
ciples, beliefs, and values on the leading edge.
2. The method is reading, studying, considering,
4. Understand who has responsibility for training at
thinking, and discussing.
the Lodge, District, and Grand Lodge level.
3. The product is learning, knowing, understand5. Effective use of the resources available is always
ing, and appreciating philosophy, history, and
Job Number One.
symbolism.
Sometimes it is important to do a little out of the box
thinking. Education is not received – it is achieved. If
you do not work at it, it will not work for you. The first
responsibility for learning something about Masonry
rests upon the individual Mason, then the sponsor and/
or mentor and then the Lodge and lastly Grand Lodge. It
doesn’t much matter how much training talent there is in a
Lodge, without following the rules of the game (Guidelines
set out by Grand Lodge) the result will be chaos. It must
be remembered that the task of education is not simply
to impart knowledge but it is to influence and enlighten
the mind so that the Mason wants to learn and attend
to the words of instruction. The ideas of influence and
enlightenment are often overlooked in the information
age. Information overload does not lead to understanding
but often does lead to frustration.
What are some points that help build a good attitude
towards training, education, and development?
1. Understanding what is meant by Masonic Education.
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Since 1958 the Blood Donor Committee of the

Grand Lodge of A. F. & A. M. of Canada in Province of Ontario

has worked hard to ensure that all Masons know about the work of the of
Canadian Blood Services and are encouraged to give Blood!

“The good news is that just one donation can save up
to three lives!”

MasonicBloodDonors...
It’s in us to give.

Click Here to find a clinic near you
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College of
Freemasonry
Enter to Learn, Go Forth To Serve

The College of Freemasonry, under the authority of the Grand
Lodge of A.F. & A.M. of Canada
in the Province of Ontario offers
a modular course of study in
this Grand Jurisdiction.
The modules cover studies in:
•

Masonic Arts and Sciences for
Masons.

•

An Aspiring Worshipful Masters
Course.

• A Past Masters Course. *
The learner may take an individual
module, or enroll in a whole course,
depending on his needs at the time.
A certificate will only be awarded
upon the satisfactory completion of
all parts of a given course.

Make the most of Masonry
through Learning
Explore its mysteries

Enjoy its privileges
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*As set out in the Book of Constitution Sections 38(b) and 38(c) to
be nominated for or to be elected
a member of the Board of General
Purposes, and Section 50(b) for the
position of DDGM or Grand Registrar brethren will have to successfully complete the Past Masters
Course.
For Application & Information
		

CLICK HERE
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The Charles A. Sankey Lecture Series
Dr. Sankey served as Chancellor of Brock University from 1969
to 1974. A renowned Masonic scholar, he was active in all the
concordant bodies of Masonry including the Ancient & Accepted
Scottish Rite, the Royal Order of Scotland, and Royal Arch Masons. His extensive collection of rare Masonic books and papers
is in the Special Collections of the James Gibson Library at Brock,
providing a rich resource for research scholars and students.the
Masonic collection in the James A. Gibson Library, and continuing with the posting online of the Proceedings of Grand Lodge
from 1855 to 2010.
On Aug 4, 2009 M. W. Bro. Raymond S. J. Daniels, Grand Master of the Grand Lodge of Canada, in the Province of Ontario
announced his project for the creation of the Sankey Centre for
Masonic Studies.
The Sankey Centre for Masonic Studies in conjunction with Brock
University envisioned by the Grand Master is now becoming a reality. By his Grand Master’s project he is raising funds to establish
a centre, to encourage research into the significant impact fraternalism in general and Freemasonry in particular have made on
our society here in Canada and throughout the world.
The Centre is named in honour of R.W. Bro. Charles A. Sankey
(1905-2009). Dr Sankey served as Chancellor of Brock University
from 1969 to 1974. A renowned Masonic scholar, he was active
in all the concordant bodies of Masonry including the Ancient
& Accepted Scottish Rite (33rd degree), the Royal Order of Scotland, and Royal Arch Masons. His extensive collection of rare Masonic books and papers is in the Special Collections of the James
Gibson Library at Brock, providing a rich resource for research
scholars and students.
The Centre is mandated to achieve its purpose in three phases.
Phase 1 To initiate a series of annual lectures by world renowned
and local Masonic scholars with an option for periodic multi-day
conferences.

R.W. Bro. Charles A. Sankey

If you want to help and make a
donation, please contact:
MASONIC FOUNDATION OF ONTARIO
361 King St. West
Hamilton, ON L8P 1B4
Phone: (905) 527-9105
Fax: (905) 527-8859
www.masonicfoundation.on.ca
Reference Project No. 2937
GRAND LODGE OF A.F. & A.M. OF CANADA
IN THE PROVINCE OF ONTARIO
363 King St. West
Hamilton, ON Canada L8P 1B4
Phone: (905) 528-8644
Fax: (905) 528-6979
www.grandlodge.on.ca

Phase 2 The establishment of an endowed fund to financially assist students in the study of Masonry.
Phase 3 The establishment of an endowed Chair for Masonic
studies at Brock University.

Grand Lodge of Canada A. F. & A. M.
in the Province of Ontario

Brock University

Designed by: Mindpress Inc.

The first phase of this project is well underway with the Sankey
Lecture series.
“Ensuring the Timeless Vitality of Masonry in Ontario”
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Leadership in a Fraternal
Organization
By R.W. Bro Garnet E. Schenk
Introduction
What is required of a leader in a fraternal organization?
The main purpose of a leader is to embrace the vision,
give the organization meaning, purpose and direction.
The answer to that question has been addressed and
continues to be addressed by an ancient biblical proverb;
“where there is no vision the people perish.” The content
and intent of the proverb has direct application to a
modern day organizations and particularly fraternal
organizations. The idea of a positive Vision becomes
evident when one carefully reads the Strategic Plan
2016–2021,“Strengthening the West Gate” .
One has to ask why it is applicable to fraternal organizations
today. It applies for two reasons. First, where there is no
vision, purpose or meaning to an organization it does not
go anywhere nor does it do anything of value, except to
protect the status quo. Second, the proverb also implies
that where there is no vision there is little if any passion
to keep the organization alive and focused on its mission.
It is true, that in many members in a fraternal organization
generally accept the idea that there is only one person
who has a leadership in the organization. That person in
a fraternal organization is usually the Worshipful Master.
It must also be understood that the lodge would not and
could not be successful if leadership were not shown at
every level of the organization. John Maxwell, an author
and a leader in volunteer organizations for over thirty
years asserts that over 90% of the leadership does not
happen at the top, but happens in middle and lower levels
of an organization. The fact of the matter is that position
has very little to do with genuine leadership. You can lead
and influence others from anywhere in the organization.
The true measure of leadership in a fraternal organization
is influence - nothing less and nothing more.
There are many examples of masons who serve as mentors
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and committee chairmen who truly understand their
leadership role in terms of influence.
Seeking Success
Out of the introductory comments, one can also ask the
question, what is it that makes a fraternal organization
successful? The answer very simply put is leadership. It
is the quality of the leadership in the organization that
brings alive the vision, the meaning and the purpose of
the organizations. It is also leadership that distributes and
plants the seeds of passion in the organization.
A second question can be asked, “Where does that
leadership take place in the fraternal organization to make
it successful”? We can take a look at a Masonic Lodge
which has been successful for many years and ask why?
It becomes apparent on close examination that there is
leadership actively displayed at every level of the Lodge.
There is leadership shown by the Worshipful Master,
the Committee of General Purposes, by the Committee
Chairmen appointed by the Worshipful Master, by
mentors and in particular by the people who support
and participate in the work of the Lodge. We can identify
members in the Lodge who lead up, lead down and lead
across. They lead through 360 degrees. Leadership at all
levels of the Lodge is the glue that holds the organization
together and keeps it focused on its primary task of
training, educating and mentoring its members.
There are people who often think that they are not
able to lead in an organization until they have an
official leadership position. The fact of the matter is
that there are opportunities to lead at all levels of the
organization. Leadership is influence. Sometimes people
in an organization play a leadership role simply because
they believe in the values of the organization. They are
passionate about the vision, purpose and meaning of
the organization. They are the members who invest in
Ontario Mason Magazine Summer 2017

the vision, and the more they invest the more that vision Leadership in a Lodge is often carried out in a calm
becomes their own.
and quiet way. It happens in in a way that the Chinese
Philosopher Lao-Tzu described in the following quote, “A
Some thoughts about Leadership
leader is best when people barely know they exist.” That
leadership style is one that happens in a strong Lodge, at
The following are some thoughts about leading in an different levels and in the different activities.
organization. These thoughts about leadership often
appear in leaders and in potential leaders at all levels of Leadership is a choice you make, not a place where you sit
the organization in differing degrees.
in the organization. Good leadership in a Lodge is learned
in the trenches. It is impossible to learn the leadership
• Leadership is as much disposition as it is position.
skills without actually leading. It is much more than an
• Every position in the organization has value.
application of a formula. Becoming a leader is a lifelong
• Leaders like to make things happen.
learning process; what we handle today prepares us for
• Maturity doesn’t come with age it comes with accept- tomorrow. The legendary Hall of Fame Basketball Coach,
ing responsibility.
Johnny Wooden summed up the learning of leadership
• Good leaders go the second mile, it is never too skill this way “When opportunity comes, it is too late to
crowded.
prepare.”
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Learn to play second fiddle with enthusiasm.
Think influence, not position.
When you see a problem – provide a solution.
Take on tough jobs.
See yourself as agent of change, particularly see yourself changing attitudes.
Be able to connect with people.
Make people a high priority.
Make it a goal to be a friend, not to find a friend.
Remember when the eagles are quiet the parrots begin to jabber.
It is important to understand that good ideas do not
come looking for you.
Do not let the problem be that your halo is too tight;
it gives you a head ache.
Transfer the vision to the front line people.
Build purpose into the organization – it shows them
where to go.
Put some passion in the picture.
Leadership is seeing opportunities.
Look for the spot where you can make a difference.
The leadership journey starts where you are, not
where you want to be.

Good leadership at all levels of a Lodge in this Grand
Jurisdiction is expected and is set out in the strategic Plan,
“Strengthening the West Gate”. The document implies that
leadership is important in “Ensuring the timeless vitality
of Freemasonry in Ontario”.
References
Strategic Plan “Strengthening the West Gate”; Grand Lodges
of A.F. & A.M. of Canada in the Province of Ontario.
The 360 Degree Leader by John Maxwell; Nelson Business, a
Division of Thomas Nelson Publishers.

Conclusion
Leadership can be, and usually is practiced by someone at
every function of the Lodge. The committee chairmen, in
their own way can be very effective leaders; they keep the
activities running smoothly. Mentors are often the leaders
who go the extra mile. Leadership is the glue that keeps
the group running smoothly. If the leadership falters at the
lodge activity level, the lodge goes into decline.

“Ensuring the Timeless Vitality of Masonry in Ontario”
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SCOTTISH RITE OFFERS NEW EXPERIENCES
TO BROADEN KNOWLEDGE
By R.W. Bro. Alan Arbuckle
Masons find a treasury of lessons in the three degrees of
our Craft Lodges, along with the richness of language and
dramatic experience our Order has to offer. For many, it
is enough of an intellectual and moral banquet that they
are sated.
But for about one in every four Masons in Ontario, it only
whets the appetite for more and they turn to the Ancient
and Accepted Scottish Rite. There they continue their
struggle to be better men by educating themselves in the
lessons of our forefathers.

ground to the 19th to 32nd degrees, which cover a number of Masonic principles and include military and judicial degrees.
There isn’t enough time to portray all of the degrees, so
some are designated as mandatory and must be performed
every year, while others may be “communicated” whereby candidates are given a brief description of the major
teachings and sent off to learn more on their own until
they have a chance to see the degree performed.

The origins of Scottish Rite are as misty as those of MaThe Rite differs markedly from Craft Lodge in its use of sonry itself. It evolved in France in the early 1700s and
costumes, staging, props, make up and drama to illustrate made its way to the New World by 1762. It became forits degrees. Scottish Rite is highly theatrical and often alle- malized with the adoption of a constitutional structure by
gorical, requiring candidates for its mysteries to keep their 1786. A Supreme Council, its governing body, opened in
thinking caps on. However, unlike the Craft Lodge, can- Charleston, SC, in 1801 and in 1874 the Supreme Council
didates are part of the audience for the degrees and don’t of Canada was established.
have to memorize ritual.
Supreme Council is made up of those who have received
Scottish Rite consists of three bodies: the Lodge of Per- their 33rd degree, an honorary degree conferred on the
fection, the Chapter of Rose Croix and the Consistory, outstanding leaders of the Craft. Like Grand Lodge in
each with its own cadre of officers and responsibilities for each province, Supreme Council is the ultimate governing
a block of the 32 degrees that make up the Rite, building body of Scottish Rite across Canada.
from the fourth degree, since the first three degrees are the
clear domain of the Craft Lodges.
The Rite has its own charitable arm, the Scottish Rite
Charitable Foundation, which specializes in the “puzzles
The degrees of the Lodge of Perfection, the 4th to the 14th, of the mind”. It raises money and uses the interest it earns
dramatize the building and completion of the first tem- to fund research into such areas as Alzheimer’s disease,
ple at Jerusalem by King Solomon and the development of other forms of dementia in the aging population and dyscritical social institutions, such as the judiciary. The theme lexia and autism in youth. It also funds Learning Centres
running through the degrees is the search for and discov- for Children with dyslexia to help them cope in a world
ery of the word lost with the murder of Hiram Abif, as well where the written word is paramount. More information
as the search for the murderers themselves.
about the Foundation can be found at www.srcf.ca.
The Chapter is responsible for the 15th to the 18th degrees
and traces the history of the second temple construction,
led by Zerubbabel, an Israeli prince. It also opens the mind
to the principles of universal love based on the example
of the Easter story of Christianity. The Maundy Thursday
banquet and ceremony is an essential part of the Scottish
Rite year.

Recently, Grand Lodge in Ontario authorized the wearing
of a Scottish Rite Jewel in Craft Lodges so Rite members
can proudly identify themselves. Other provinces have
followed suit. The jewel makes it easy for Master Masons
interested in pursuing their Masonic careers to ask about
joining Scottish Rite. They can also visit the
scottishritecanada.ca website for more information.

In the Consistory, the Crusades form much of the backPage 40
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Grand Master attends Dedication Ceremony of the
BROCKVILLE RAILWAY TUNNEL
(Canada’s oldest railway tunnel)

“Ensuring the Timeless Vitality of Masonry in Ontario”
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On Saturday, 12 August 2017, brethren of the fraternity of
Freemasons congregated into the City of Brockville, including our Grand Master M.W. Bro. Paul E. Todd. The
reason for the assembly was to recognize the original 1860
cornerstone laying of the Brockville Railway Tunnel, by
the Grand Lodge of A.F & A.M. of Canada, in the Province of Ontario.
An impressive parade was held, led by horse and carriage
with Grand Master M.W. Bro. Paul E. Todd, Grand Secretary M.W. Bro. Terrence Shand, Grand Director of Ceremonies R.W. Bro. Edward Charles Denbeigh and W.M.
of Sussex Lodge No. 5, W. Bro. Donald Moore. They were
followed in order by members of Sussex Lodge No. 5 - flag
bearer Bro. Secretary R.W. Bro. Gary Mielke, with Director of Ceremonies W. Bro. Paul Smith and Junior Warden
Bro. Steve Simms carrying the banner announcing the
Masons of St. Lawrence district led by Sussex Lodge No.
5. The main contingent of Mason’s consisted of a group
of over 45 brethren, as well as brethren from the state of
Pennsylvania.
The parade route was the march that the Mason’s had taken in the 1800’s ritual for the original cornerstone. The
parade ended at the South entrance of the railway tunnel,
situated on Block House Island, with applause from the
large crowd of spectators awaiting the official opening.
A ceremony was conducted by Grand Master M.W. Bro.
Paul E. Todd, Grand Chaplain R.W. Bro. Blair Paterson
and Director of Ceremonies W. Bro. Paul F. Smith. It was
a re-dedication of a plaque to be proudly displayed at the
tunnels entrance dedicated by Masonic Lodge Sussex No.
5 Brockville, with the words stating:

“The restoration of Canada’s First
Railway Tunnel is dedicated to our
forefathers who built this tunnel, to
those who had the foresight to restore
it and to all who may now enjoy it”
This was truly a proud day for Ancient Free and Accepted
Mason’s everywhere. How fitting of a ceremony, this being
the celebration of 300 years of Freemasonry and the upcoming 200th anniversary of Sussex Lodge No. 5 Brockville!
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NEW GRAND MASTER GETTING
READY FOR OUR FUTURE
By R.W. Bro. Alan Arbuckle
The new Grand Master of the Grand Lodge of Canada in the Province of Ontario is determined to bring a number of
structural changes to the organization that will make it more efficient and effective.
M.W. Bro. Paul Todd, installed for a two-year term as Grand Master in Toronto in July, knows he faces some challenges,
but is confident that Masonry can be a thriving part of Ontario’s social fabric and offer its new members some positive
benefits.
“Any organization has a great reluctance to change,” he acknowledges. Masonry with its deep set of traditions, appears
more reluctant than most. A start has already been made during the last few years, as the Board of General Purpose has
been reduced in number. “We dropped 10 members off the Board to 25, with more changes to the committee structure
to come,” he said.
He wants to end the wholesale changeover of 42 DDGMs in all 42 districts every year and see them serve a two-year
term with staggered renewals, so that not everyone is trying to climb the three-month learning curve at the same time.
Districts, he believes, can be more effectively organized into regions that will have representation on the Board. And
districts that name their DDGMs on a rotation system are too often losing good candidates because they don’t want to
wait until it is their Lodge’s turn again.
“Increasingly, we are seeing districts having to ask DDs to repeat terms because no candidates are coming forward to
replace them.”
He also wants to give the Grand Senior and Junior Wardens a more substantive role in managing the organization and
provide more continuity, so that responsibilities carry on long enough that people can have some impact. He also wants
more continuity in succession planning so that the work of the Grand Master doesn’t stop after two years and a new set
of priorities begin.
Another priority is recognizing the challenges created by Ontario’s geography. “We have to service the North” he says
simply, acknowledging that travel costs eliminate some districts from a full role at Grand Lodge.
M.W. Bro. Todd, 72, has a team approach to management. His style is to delegate responsibilities and use the talents of
committee chairs and team leaders to develop solutions to problems.
“I realize my limitations, so I like to work on the recommendations of others.” That means putting people in place he
knows and trusts who can take on specialized roles and letting them get on with it.
Our new Grand Master, the son of a railroader, started life in Trenton, Ontario . He began his working career after two
years of high school, first as a mechanic and later as a firefighter with the Nepean Fire Department followed by the
Ottawa Fire Service after amalgamation. During his career he pursued for 31 years, earning awards along the way for
exemplary service.
He says the major influence on him has been Freemasonry. He joined St. John’s Lodge No. 63 in Carleton Place in
1983, serving as Master in 1994-95. He was elected DDGM of Ottawa 1 in 1999. He was first appointed to the Board of
General Purpose in 2001 and elected to the Board in 2007 and 2009. He was elected to the Management Committee in
“Ensuring the Timeless Vitality of Masonry in Ontario”
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2008. His Grand Lodge experience includes stints in education, Long Range planning and the Condition of Masonry.
He is a member of the Scottish Rite, Royal Arch Masonry, the Shrine and the Royal Order of Scotland.
Throughout his Masonic career he has had a mentor in M.W. Bro. Don Mumby, Grand Master in 2003-05, who has
encouraged and counselled him along the way.
An avid reader of politics, history and biography, he enjoys long walks, and his five grandchildren, as well as “Miss Sophie”, their Lhapsa Apso. He describes himself as “a practising Christian” and remains involved with St. James Anglican
Church in Carleton Place.
Masonry, he says, not only gave him a host of new friends, it showed him that he has a greater range of talents to offer
than he realized. It enabled him to discover skills, such as that of an organizer and a ritualist, he did not know he had.
“When I got inside the fraternity, I started believing in myself.”
The new Grand Master doesn’t claim to be able to see the future, but he believes that the Order will continue to attract
young men who are looking for more structure in their lives. The emphasis, however, is likely to be more on quality
than quantity. Those who come to Masonry and stay with it will do so because of its intriguing history and the lessons it
can teach through ritual and allegory. They will also value the bond of friendship between like-minded men who share

Grand Master’s Charity-2017-19
At the conclusion of the 2017 Annual Communication of Grand Lodge in Toronto, Most Worshipful
Bro. Paul E. Todd announced that for the next two years his personal charity would be Autism Spectrum
Disorder Research.
Autism Spectrum Disorder(ASD) affects more individuals than previously assumed, with a population
prevalence of an estimated 1 in 68 or about 67,000 aged 3-20 in Ontario. Boys outnumber girls by as
much as 4:1 for reasons unknown.
ASD affects children regardless of age, sex, ethnic or socio-economic groupings and unfortunately
there is no known cure …… life expectancy for individuals with autism is considerably lower than the
general population.
ASD imposes an immense economic strain on the health care system, on health care professionals and
most importantly on families coping with it.
Grand Master Todd observed that while the prevalence of ASD in Ontario is high, research funding
remains considerably lower than for many less prevalent disorders and disabilities.
Overall response to the Grand Master’s Charity has been extremely positive….donations may be
made to the Masonic Foundation of Ontario-Project # 2300.
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A Discussion Paper on
Masonic Philosophy
by R.W. Bro. Garnet E. Schenk
The discussion of Masonic Philosophy for the Grand
Lodge A.F. & A.M. of Canada in the Province of Ontario
must start with the Vision Statement set out by Grand
Lodge in its Strategic Plan, Strengthening the West Gate.
The statement reads as follows; “Ensuring the Timeless
Vitality of Freemasonry in Ontario”
There are several definitions of philosophy that one could
quote but the important point is that whatever we quote
as a definition must somehow reflect the content of the
documents published or used by our Grand Jurisdiction.
If the definition of Masonic philosophy does not reflect
the established and accepted content, Masonry might be
heading off in a direction leading away from the ancient
landmarks of the Order. The definition that I think captures
the philosophy of Masonry in our jurisdiction is the
following: Philosophy of life is nothing more than the
sincere attempt to answer the insistent and persistent
questionings of the of the human mind as regards the
origin, nature, growth, development and the ultimate
destiny of human existence and the relation of man
with the universe and T.G.A.O.T.U.
When a man becomes a Mason, he is supposed to have
acquired a new way of looking at the world and human
life, and through that process, to have become a better
man. If indeed, by becoming a Mason he has changed his
attitude for the better toward his own life and that of his
fellowman, he is starting to build a sound philosophy of
life. If that be the case Masonry has than found its way to
the heart of the practitioner of the Masonic Art.

There is a continuity of ideas that has been known since
time immemorial; justice, mercy, law, order, responsibility,
and many more absolute truths. The ceremonies of the
Order provide an essential base from which to understand
and interpret Masonic philosophy. In addition to the ritual,
The Grand Lodge of Canada in the Province of Ontario
provides resource material for its members based on
Masonic principles and tenets. The task Grand Lodge has
undertaken is not to teach, but to encourage members to
want to learn through good philosophical statements. The
philosophy of Masonry is available to those who have the
desire to study and reflect its beliefs and concepts.
The Grand Lodge of Canada in the Province of Ontario
offers in its publications and materials a complete
set of learner’s kits for social, moral, and spiritual
reconstruction. Grand Lodge provides solid statements on
Masonic Philosophy, either directly or indirectly in each
of its documents or publications.
I refer to two distinct the statements. The first in
“Freemasonry-Is It for Me?” we read the following;
“Through the lessons, charitable work and fellowship
amongst its members, Masonry stresses the principles of
kindness and consideration at home, honesty in business,
courtesy towards others, dependability in one’s work,
compassion for the less fortunate and being a good citizen
of the world.” In the same document, we again get a feel
for the practical approach to philosophy in a statement
about the “Aims of the Fraternity.” It states: “As a
fraternity, Masonry provides an opportunity for men to
enjoy friendly companionship. It encourages good will
towards all mankind. It promotes self-improvement and
teaches the basic principles of brotherly love, charity and
truth, which Masons are encouraged to practice in their
daily lives.”

As a Fraternity, our Masonic tenets proclaim and
eloquently convey the universal message that man is, in
fact, a Pilgrim of eternity. The Masonic philosophy of life
enables the searcher to view life in its total magnitude
and in its infinite possibilities. The Noble Order is a
beacon of light for the Pilgrims to find their proper path The second statement is in a small tri-fold hand out
amid materialism, conflicting ideologies, and religious entitled “To a Masons Family – Welcome to the World
differences in the world.
of Freemasonry”, contains a philosophical gem. It
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states that Masonry is a philosophy for life and I quote;
“In simple terms, Masonry is primarily an educational
institution, teaching a moral way of life and an ethical
code of behaviour based on the Golden Rule: ‘always do
to others what you would have others do to you.’ Through
a disciplined and systematic course of self-improvement
a Mason endeavours to become a ‘better man’ –selfexploration, self-discovery, self-analysis, self-realization,
and self-fulfillment. Masonry caters to the intellectual
and spiritual needs of the individual by pointing a man
in the right direction and then guiding his way in the
quest for greater knowledge, deeper insight, and fuller
understanding” .

Behind programscsuch as the Mentor Program, the Friendto-Friend Program, the B2B Program, and the MasoniChI-P Program, is a formula for practical application of
Masonic Philosophy that bridges the gap between theory
and practical application.

We need to search no further than the programs and
information that Grand Lodge offers to its members to
find good, solid, and practical philosophical statements
that beg to be read, understood and applied. The
essentials of Masonic philosophy must flow out of
the ancient landmarks. The Vision Statement and the
practical application of the philosophical statements
discussed above will help promote the Masonic ideals of
Both above statements related to Masonic philosophy reverence, morality, kindness, honesty, dependability, and
are practical, sensible, and useful. When a man puts compassion. The outcome indeed will be a world that is
the timeless precepts and time-honoured principles of a better place in which to live and thereby “Ensuring the
Freemasonry into practice, the world will indeed be a Timeless Vitality of Freemasonry in Ontario.”
better place.
So mote it be.
The committee work done by Protocol and Etiquette,
Masonic Education and B2B material, all capture
something of the essential ethos of Masonic Philosophy. References
While the programs of Grand Lodge do not carry wordy
Publications and Programs by Grand Lodge of A.F. & A.M. of
philosophical statements, they do contain practical in- Canada in the Province of Ontario.
depth information and data that helps the Mason apply
Masonic Philosophy to his life in everyday situations.
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